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Explores the role of firefighting in human history while chronicling the world's most famous fires. An

innovative, vividly illustrated chronicle of humankind's struggle to subdue nature's most primal and

destructive force -- from Rome in 64 AD to the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 --

Firefighting examines history's most formidable fires, showing how each influenced the evolution of

firefighting technology, equipment, and tactics. Following today's firefighters as they prepare to meet

the challenges of tomorrow's fires, no other book has explored the role of the firefighter in human

society-past, present, and future quite like Firefighting.
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Jack Gottschalk served for many years as a licensed fire investigator and is well versed in all facets

of fire prevention, detection, and analysis. As a historian of firefighting, Gottschalk has contributed

numerous articles to newspapers and journals, and he maintains close ties with firefighting agencies

and training centers. He lives in New Jersey.

My husband, a retired firefighter, is enjoying this book. He says it's well written, describes the life of

a fireman ~ authentic as anything he has read.

My sons both are firefighters and love reading this book! It is very informational and good. One has

read it and the other one is reading it now.



I gave this book as a gift to a collector of fire fighting paraphernalia and he really likes it. Lots of

great pictures that make it interesting.

good book

As expected

A book every firefighter should enjoy. Amazing history book of firefighting all around the world, most

significant fires to date.

Awesome book. Exactly what I was looking for.

Or would that be "disasters!"This book features an in-depth examination of 65 fires from all around

the world and in a variety of categories.Ship FiresExplosionsForest FiresFires in the WorkplaceThis

book shows how each fire influenced the way in which fires are fought today. This book shows the

latest high-tech firefighting gear and vehicles. Shows the evolution of firefighting technology,

equipment, and tactics.Features:Over 500 photographsKey moments like the Great Fire of London,

in 1666Shows the physics behind back drafts and flashoversIllustrated history of fire equipmentFire

TrucksFirefighter's gearContents:Early Firefighting, Conflagrations, Theater Fires, Hotel Fires, Ship

Fires, Earthquake and Fire, Wildfires, Fire in the Workplace, Nightclub Fires, Tent and Amusement

Park Fires, Fire as a Weapon, Great Explosions, School Fires, Fires in Public Places, Subterranean

Fuel Fires, In the Line of Duty.Physics of Fire, Forensics, Safety Implementation, Clothing, Old

Engines, Ladder Trucks, Rescue, Air & Sea, Outdoor Training Techniques, Indoor Training

Techniques.Everything from leather fire buckets to the World Trade Center tragedy on September

11, 2001 we still can't believe happened.Part of the proceeds of this book will benefit the Widows'

and Children's Fun, part of the Uniformed Firefighter's Association.~The Rebecca Review
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